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 Y2 Art 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
Breadth of Study                                                                                                                                                                              
During the key stage, pupils should be taught the knowledge, skills and understanding through: 
a. exploring a range of starting points for practical work [for example, themselves, their experiences, stories, natural and 
made objects and the local environment] 
b. working on their own, and collaborating with others, on projects in two and three dimensions and on different scales                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
c. using a range of materials and processes [for example, painting, collage, print making, digital media, textiles, sculpture]  
d. investigating different kinds of art, craft and design [for example, in the locality, in original and reproduction form, during 
visits to museums, galleries and sites, on the internet]. 
 
 
Skills 
Textiles          
 1 Handles and manipulates materials such as threads, cottons, wool, raffia, grass 
2  Is aware of colour, texture and shape 
3  Sorts, collects, discusses and pulls apart cloths and threads 
4  Stitches and cuts threads and fibres 
5  Simple weaving with strong wool through a stiff card loom 
6  Weaves paper, progressing from one to two colours 
7  Able to discriminate between materials 
 
Collage             
1 Handles different materials from the class "bit box" 
2  Selects and sorts, cuts, tears, stitches and discusses 
3 Sorts according to specific qualities, e.g. warm, cold, shiny, smooth 
4 Engages in more complex activities, e.g. cutting and sewing a variety of materials 
5 Has experience of adhesives and decides on the most effective for a given task 
6 Develops skills of overlapping and overlaying 
 
Drawing           
1 Enjoys making marks, signs and symbols on a variety of types of paper 
2 Is spontaneously expressive, using marks, lines and curves 
3 Uses line to represent objects seen, remembered or imagined 
4 Explores tone using different grades of pencil, pastel and chalk 
5 Uses line and tone to represent things seen, remembered or observed 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Y2 DT 
 
Breadth of Study 
a. investigating and evaluating a range of familiar products [for example, talking about how they work, and whether they do 
what they are supposed to do] 
b. focused practical tasks that develop a range of techniques, skills, processes and knowledge 
c. design and make assignments using a range of materials, including food, items that can be put together to make 
products, and textiles. 
 

Knowledge, Skills & Understanding                                                                                                                                            
Materials and components                                                                                                                                                                  
Pupils should be taught: 
a. about the working characteristics of materials [for example, folding paper to make it stiffer, plaiting yarn to make it 
stronger] 
b. how mechanisms can be used in different ways [for example, wheels and axles, joints that allow movement]. 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
*Mechanisms 
*Textiles                                                                                
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Y2 Geogrpahy 
 
Breadth of Study   
 a. the locality of the school  
b. a locality either in the United Kingdom or overseas that has physical and/or human features that contrast with those in the 
locality of the school.                                                                                            

In their study of localities, pupils should: 
a. study at a local scale 
b. carry out fieldwork investigations outside the classroom                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

* The Countryside                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
* Continents                                                                                                                                                                                        
* Portrack & Tilery 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
Knowledge, Skills & Understanding           
Geographical enquiry and skills                                                                                                                                             
In undertaking geographical enquiry, pupils should be taught to: 
a. ask geographical questions [e.g. 'What is it like to live in this place?'] 
b. observe and record [e.g., identify buildings in the street and complete a chart] 
c. express their own views about people, places and environments [e.g., about litter in the school] 
d. communicate in different ways [e.g., in pictures, speech, writing]. 

In developing geographical skills, pupils should be taught to: 
a. use geographical vocabulary [e.g., hill, river, motorway, near, far, north, south] 
b. use fieldwork skills [for example, recording information on a school plan or local area map] 
c. use globes, maps and plans at a range of scales [e.g., following a route on a map] 
d. use secondary sources of information [for example, CD-ROMs, pictures, photographs, stories, information texts, videos, 
artefacts] 
e. make maps and plans [e.g., a pictorial map of a place in a story]. 

Knowledge and understanding of places                                                                                                                               
Pupils should be taught to: 
a. identify and describe what places are like [e.g., in terms of landscape, jobs, weather] 
b. identify and describe where places are [e.g., position on a map, whether they are on a river] 
c. recognise how places have become the way they are and how they are changing [e.g, the quality of the environment in a 
street] 
d. recognise how places compare with other places [e.g., compare the local area with places elsewhere in the United 
Kingdom] 
e. recognise how places are linked to other places in the world [e.g., food from other countries]. 

Knowledge and understanding of patterns and processes                                                                                                
Pupils should be taught to: 
a. make observations about where things are located [e.g., a pedestrian crossing near school gates] and about other 
features in the environment [e.g., seasonal changes in weather] 
b. recognise changes in physical and human features [e.g., heavy rain flooding fields]. 

Knowledge and understanding of environmental change and sustainable development                                                                                                                    
Pupils should be taught to: 
a. recognise changes in the environment [e.g., traffic pollution in a street] 
b. proved and sustained [e.g., by restricting the number of cars].                
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Y2 History 
 
Breadth of Study 
a. changes in their own lives and the way of life of their family or others around them 
b. the way of life of people in the more distant past who lived in the local area or elsewhere in Britain 
c. the lives of significant men, women and children drawn from the history of Britain and the wider world (for example, 
artists, engineers, explorers, inventors, pioneers, rulers, saints, scientists) 
d. past events from the history of Britain and the wider world (for example, events such as the Gunpowder Plot, the Olympic 
Games, other events that are commemorated). 
 
*Stockton Castle  
* Portrack & Tilery 
* Remembrance Day 
* Royal Family 
 
 
 
Knowledge, Skills & Understanding     
Chronological understanding                                                                                                     
Pupils should be taught to: 
a. place events and objects in chronological order 
b. use common words and phrases relating to the passing of time (for example, before, after, a long time ago, past). 

Knowledge and understanding of events, people and changes in the past                                                                          
Pupils should be taught to: 
a. recognise why people did things, why events happened and what happened as a result 
b. identify differences between ways of life at different times. 

Historical interpretation                                                                                                                                                                       
Pupils should be taught to identify different ways in which the past is represented. 

Historical enquiry                                                                                                                                                                      
Pupils should be taught: 
a. how to find out about the past from a range of sources of information (for example, stories, eye-witness accounts, pictures 
and photographs, artefacts, historic buildings and visits to museums, galleries and sites, the use of ICT-based sources) 
b. to ask and answer questions about the past. 

Organisation and communication                                                                                                                                           
Pupils should be taught to select from their knowledge of history and communicate it in a variety of ways (for example, 
talking, writing, using ICT).                                    
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Y2 ICT 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Data handling 
*Understand that Information can be collected & stored electronically as combinations of numbers, choices (such as 
yes/no), text or images.  
*Know that data represented graphically can be easier to understand than textual data. 
 

E Communication                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
*Know that email addresses are unique, include the ‘@’ symbol and need to be typed accurately when sending.                                           
*Know that email & SMS messaging can be sent using a range of devices. 
*Know that they should demonstrate respect for other people’s opinions when contributing to online collaborative tools. 
*Know that if they see/hear anything online that makes them unhappy or scared, then they should tell a trusted adult straight 
away.  
*Know that they should not share personal information online e.g. full name, address, date of birth, telephone number etc 
without the knowledge & consent of a trusted adult.  
*Know that not everyone online is truthful and that they should not agree to meet an ‘online friend’ without the knowledge, 
consent & presence of a trusted adult. 
 
 
Data Handling 
*Know that different types of graphs & charts are used for different purposes & their levels of readability. 
*Know that electronic databases can be used to sort data quickly & efficiently in order to answer simple queries.  
*Know that information stored in a database is divided into individual records & that each record can contain a number of 
different fields. 
 
 
Digital Media 
*Know that sound devices can be used to record & compose music for specific purposes.  
*Understand that ICT can be used to select, control, sort and reorganise sounds. 
*Know who to talk to if children discover inappropriate digital video images when using the Internet either in, or beyond the 

school. 

 
Text & Graphics 
*Know who to talk to if children discover inappropriate digital still images when using the Internet either in, or beyond the 
school. 
 
 
Digital Research 

*Know that information exists in many different forms i.e. sound, text, still & moving images and can be gathered from 

numerous sources for particular purposes/outcomes.                                                                                                                                          

*Know that the Internet enables the sharing of information easily across the global community.                                                                  

*Know that website addresses are unique and need to be entered accurately into a web browser.                                                            

*Understand that related Information can be linked using hyperlinks to aid navigation.                                                                                              

*Know that ICT enables access to a wealth of stored information and allows searches to be made quickly & with increasing 

efficiency using keywords & phrases to answer queries.                                                                                                                                 

*Know that there are a variety of Internet search engines available and some are more child friendly than others i.e. layout & 

filtered search results.                                                                                                                                                                                    

*Know that not everything on the Internet is factual and have an increasing knowledge/awareness that websites may contain 

personal opinion and/or inaccurate information.                                                                                                                                     

*Understand that advertisements on websites/pop-ups may not always be truthful and that they should avoid clicking on 

them where possible. 
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Y2 MFL 
 

Breadth of Study 
Learning another language presents opportunities for the reinforcement of knowledge, skills and understanding developed 
in other curriculum areas. 

These opportunities can be exploited through: 

 aspects of English such as speaking and listening skills, knowledge and understanding of grammatical structures 

and sentence construction 

 aspects of mathematics such as counting, calculations, money, the time and the date 

 songs, alphabet, poems, rhymes and stories in other languages 

 international or multi-cultural work, for example celebration of festivals, storytelling 

 using ICT, for example e-mail with schools abroad, materials from the internet and satellite television 

             geographical and historical work relating to other countries. 

 

 
Knowledge, Skills & Understanding     
Understanding and using the foreign language                                                                                                                               
In the early stages of language learning pupils might be taught: 
a. how to use and respond to the foreign language 
b. how to listen carefully in order to discriminate sounds, identify meaning and develop auditory awareness 
c. correct pronunciation and intonation 
d. how to ask and answer questions 
e. techniques for memorising words, phrases and short extracts 
f. how to use context and clues to interpret meaning 
g. how to make use of their knowledge of English or another language in learning the foreign language. 

Pupils can be taught about other countries and cultures by: 
a. working with authentic materials including some from ICT-based sources 
b. considering their own culture and comparing it with others 
c. considering the experiences of other people. 

In order to develop their knowledge, skills and understanding further, pupils might also be taught: 
a. the interrelationship of sounds and writing 
b. simple aspects of grammar and how to apply them 
c. how to initiate conversations 
d. how to use dictionaries and other reference materials 
e. how to communicate with each other in the foreign language in pairsand groups and with their teacher 
f. how to use their knowledge of the language creatively and imaginatively 
g. how to use the foreign language for real purposes. 
 
 
*Songs 
*Numbers 1-20 
*Animals 
*The Body 
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Y2 Music 
    

 Breadth of Study 
During the key stage, pupils should be taught the knowledge, skills and understanding through:  
a. a range of musical activities that integrate performing, composing and appraising 
b. responding to a range of musical and non-musical starting points    
c. working on their own, in groups of different sizes and as a class     
 d. a range of live and recorded music from different times and cultures.                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                               
                                                                                                                                                                 
Knowledge, Skills & Understanding     
Controlling sounds through singing and playing - performing skills                                                             
a. use their voices expressively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes 
b. play tuned and untuned instruments 
c. rehearse and perform with others to a steady pulse].                
 
Creating and developing musical ideas - composing skills                                                                                               
a. create musical patterns 
b. explore, choose and organise sounds and musical ideas. 
 
Responding and reviewing - appraising skills                                                                                                                     
 b. make improvements to their own work.                  

 

Listening, and applying knowledge and understanding                                                                                                     
a. to listen with concentration and to internalise and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 
b. how the combined musical elements of pitch, duration, tempo,  
c. how sounds can be made in different ways [for example, vocalising, clapping, by musical instruments, in the environment] 
and described using given and invented signs and symbols 
d. how music is used for particular purposes           
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Y2 PE 
 
 
Breadth of Study  
Dance activities                                                                                                                                                                                       
a. use movement imaginatively, responding to stimuli, including music, and performing basic  
b. change the rhythm, speed, level and direction of their movements 
c. create and perform dances using simple movement patterns, including those from different times and cultures 
d. express and communicate ideas and feelings. 
 
Games activities                                                                                                                                                                          
a. travel with, send and receive a ball and other equipment in different ways 
b. develop these skills for simple net, striking/fielding and invasion-type games 
c. play simple, competitive net, striking/fielding and invasion-type games that they and others have made, using simple 
tactics for attacking and defending. 

Gymnastic activities                                                                                                                                                                  
a. perform basic skills in travelling, being still, finding space and using it safely, both on the floor and using apparatus 
b. develop the range of their skills and actions                                                                                                                                        
c. choose and link skills and actions in short movement phrases 
d. create and perform short, linked sequences that show a clear beginning, middle and end and have contrasts in direction, 
level and speed. 

 

Knowledge, Skills & Understanding     
Acquiring and developing skills                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Pupils should be taught to: 
a. explore basic skills, actions and ideas with increasing understanding 
b. remember and repeat simple skills and actions with increasing control and coordination. 

Selecting and applying skills, tactics and compositional ideas                                                                                                                                                
Pupils should be taught to: 
a. explore how to choose and apply skills and actions in sequence and in combination 
b. vary the way they perform skills by using simple tactics and movement phrases 
c. apply rules and conventions for different activities. 

Evaluating and improving performance                                                                                                                                                                                             
Pupils should be taught to: 
a. describe what they have done 
b. observe, describe and copy what others have done 
c. use what they have learnt to improve the quality and control of their work. 

Knowledge and understanding of fitness and health                                                                                                                                                                  
Pupils should be taught: 
a. how important it is to be active 
b. to recognise and describe how their bodies feel during different activities.           
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Y2 PSHE&C 
 
 
Knowledge, Skills & Understanding     
Developing confidence and responsibility and making the most of their abilities                                                            
a. to recognise what they like and dislike, what is fair and unfair, and what is right and wrong 
b. to share their opinions on things that matter to them and explain their views 
c. to recognise, name and deal with their feelings in a positive way 
d. to think about themselves, learn from their experiences and recognise what they are good at 
e. how to set simple goals. 
 
Preparing to play an active role as citizens                                                                                                                         
a. to take part in discussions with one other person and the whole class 
b. to take part in a simple debate about topical issues 
c. to recognise choices they can make, and recognise the difference between right and wrong 
d. to agree and follow rules for their group and classroom, and understand how rules help them 
e. to realise that people and other living things have needs, and that they have responsibilities to meet them 
f. that they belong to various groups and communities, such as family and school 
and about some of the ways people look after them 
h. to contribute to the life of the class and school 
i. to realise that money comes from different sources and can be used for different purposes 
 
Developing a healthy, safer lifestyle                                                                                                                                       
a. how to make simple choices that improve their health and wellbeing 
b. to maintain personal hygiene 
d. about the process of growing from young to old and how people's needs change 
e. the names of the main parts of the body 
g. rules for, and ways of, keeping safe, including basic road safety, and about people who can help them to stay safe. 
 
Developing good relationships and respecting the differences between people                          
a. to recognise how their behaviour affects other people 
b. to listen to other people, and play and work cooperatively 
c. to identify and respect the differences and similarities between people 
d. that family and friends should care for each other 
e. that there are different types of teasing and bullying, that bullying is wrong, and how to get help to deal with bullying. 
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Y2 RE 

        
Islam 

 Beliefs and Practices 

 Belonging 

 Festivals 

 Founders and Leaders 
Sacred Texts     
 
Judaism 

 Festivals 
 

 
Festivals/Beliefs and Practices: Christmas 
How and why do Christians celebrate Christmas? 

 
      

 Festivals/Beliefs and Practices: Easter  
What are the key events associated with the Easter story? 
 
 
Knowledge, Skills & Understanding     
Investigation and Enquiry  
a. Ask relevant questions 
b. Know how to use different types of sources to gather information 
c. Know what may constitute evidence for understanding religion(s) 
 
Interpretation  
a. Draw meaning from artefacts, works of art, poetry and symbolism 
b. Interpret religious language 
c. Suggest the meanings of religious texts 
 
Expression  
a. Explain concepts, rituals and practices 
b. Communicate the significance  of religious symbols, technical terms and religious imagery 
c. Identify and articulate matters of deep conviction and concern 
d. Respond to religious issues through a variety of media 
 
Application  
a. Make the association between religions and the individual community, national and international communities 
 
Analysis   
a. Distinguishing between opinion, belief and fact 
b. Distinguishing between the features of different religions 
 
Evaluation  
a. Debate issues of religious significance with reference to evidence and argument 
b. Weigh the respective claims of self-interest, consideration for others, religious teaching and individual conscience 
 
Synthesis  
a. Link significant features of religion together in a coherent pattern 
b. Connect different aspects of life into a meaningful whole 
 
Reflection and Response  
a. Think reflectively about feelings, relationships, experience, ultimate questions, beliefs and practices, moral issues 
 
Empathy 
a. Consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs and values of others 
b. Develop the power of imagination to identify feelings such as love, wonder, forgiveness and sorrow 
c. Seeing the world through the eyes of others and considering issues from their point of view 
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Y2 Science 
 

Breadth of Study                                                                                                                                                                                
During the key stage, pupils should be taught the knowledge, skills and  understanding through: 
a. a range of domestic and environmental contexts that are familiar and of interest to them                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
b. looking at the part science has played in the development of many useful things                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
c. using a range of sources of information and data, including ICT-based sources                                                                                                                                                                                                                
d. using first-hand and secondary data to carry out a range of scientific investigations, including complete investigations. 

During the key stage, pupils should be taught :                                                                                                        
Communication                                                                                                                                                                         
a. to use simple scientific language to communicate ideas and to name and describe living things, materials, phenomena 
and processes                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Health and safety                                                                                                                                                                     
b.to recognise that there are hazards in living things, materials and physical processes, and assess risks and take action to 
reduce risks to themselves and others.       

Knowledge, Skills & Understanding     
Life Processes                                                                                                                                                                   
a. to recognise and compare the main external parts of the bodies of humans and other animals 
b. that humans and other animals need food and water to stay alive 
c. that taking exercise and eating the right types and amounts of food help humans to keep healthy 
d. about the role of drugs as medicines 
 
Nutrition                                                                                                                                                                                        
a. about the functions and care of teeth 
b. about the need for food for activity and growth, and the importance of an adequate and varied diet for health   
                                                                                                                              
 Variation and classification                                                                                                                                            
a. recognise similarities and differences between themselves and others, and to treat others with sensitivity 
b. group living things according to observable similarities and differences. 
 
Living things in their environment                                                                                                                                         
a. find out about the different kinds of plants and animals in the local environment 
b. identify similarities and differences between local environments and ways in which these affect animals and plants that 
are found there 
c. care for the environment. 
 
Changing materials                                                                                                                                                                 
a. find out how the shapes of objects made from some materials can be changed by some processes, including squashing, 
bending, twisting and stretching 
b. explore and describe the way some everyday materials [e.g., water, chocolate, bread, clay] change when they are heated 
or cooled. 
 
Forces and motion                                                                                                                                                                  
a. to find out about, and describe the movement of, familiar things [e.g., cars going faster, slowing down, changing direction] 
b. that both pushes and pulls are examples of forces 
c. to recognise that when things speed up, slow down or change direction, there is a e.g., a push or a pull 
 
Light & Sound 
Making and detecting sounds 
c. that there are many kinds of sound and sources of sound 
d. that sounds travel away from sources, getting fainter as they do so, and that they are heard when they enter the ear 
 
Electricity                                                                                                                                                                                
a. about everyday appliances that use electricity 
b. about simple series circuits involving batteries, wires, bulbs and other components [for example, buzzers, motors] 
c. how a switch can be used to break a circuit. 
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Y2 Health & Wellbeing  
 

Planning for Choices & Change 
*In everyday activity and play, I explore and make choices to develop my learning and interests. I am encouraged to use 
and share my experiences. 
*Through taking part in a variety of events and activities, I am learning to recognise my own skills and abilities as well as 
those of others. 
*I can describe some of the kinds of work that people do and I am finding out about the wider world of work. 
 
 

PE, Physical Activity & Sport 
*I am discovering ways that I can link actions and skills to create movement patterns and sequences. This has motivated me 
to practise and improve my skills to develop control and flow.  
*I am developing skills and techniques and improving my level of performance and fitness. 
*I can follow and understand rules and procedures, developing my ability to achieve personal goals. I recognise and can 
adopt different roles in a range of practical activities.  
*I can recognise progress and achievement by discussing my thoughts and feelings and giving and accepting feedback. 
*Within and beyond my place of learning I am enjoying daily opportunities to participate in physical activities and sport, 
making use of available indoor and outdoor space. 
*I am aware of the role physical activity plays in keeping me healthy and know that I also need to sleep and rest, to look 
after my body.  
*I understand that my body needs energy to function and that this comes from the food I eat. I am exploring how physical 
activity contributes to my health and wellbeing. 
 

 

Food & Health 
*By investigating the range of foods available I can discuss how they contribute to a healthy diet. 
*I experience a sense of enjoyment and achievement when preparing simple healthy foods and drinks. 
*I am beginning to understand that nutritional needs change at different stages of life, for example the role of breastfeeding 
in infant nutrition.  
*I am becoming aware of how cleanliness, hygiene and safety can affect health and wellbeing and I apply this knowledge in 
my everyday routines such as taking care of my teeth. 
*When preparing and cooking a variety of foods, I am becoming aware of the journeys which foods make from source to 
consumer, their seasonality, their local availability and their sustainability.  
*I am discovering the different ways that advertising and the media can affect my choices. 
 
 
Substance Misuse 
*I know that there are medicines and some other substances that can be used in a safe way to improve health and I am 
becoming aware of how choices I make can affect my health and wellbeing. 
*I know how to react in unsafe situations and emergencies. 
 
 
Relationships, sexual health and parenthood  
*I am aware of how friendships are formed and that likes, dislikes, special qualities and needs can influence relationships.  
*I understand positive things about friendships and relationships but when something worries or upsets me I know who I 
should talk to.  
*I know that there are people in our lives who care for and look after us and I am aware that people may be cared for by 
parents, carers or other adults.  
*I am aware of the need to respect personal space and boundaries and can recognise and respond appropriately to verbal 
and non-verbal communication.    
*I recognise that we have similarities and differences but are all unique. 
*I am aware of my growing body and I am learning the correct names for its different parts and how they work.  
*I am learning what I can do to look after my body and who can help me. 
*I am learning about respect for my body and what behaviour is right and wrong. I know who I should talk to if I am worried 
about this. 
*I am learning about where living things come from and about how they grow, develop and are nurtured. 
*I am able to show an awareness of the tasks required to look after a baby. 
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Autumn Term 1  
 

Creepy Castles                                                                                                                                                              

Art                                                                                                                                                                             

Textiles                                                                                                                                                                                     

1. Handles and manipulates materials such as threads, cottons, wool, raffia, grass                                                                            

2. Is aware of colour, texture and shape                                                                                                                                   

3. Sorts, collects, discuss and pull apart cloths and threads                                                                                                 

4. Stitches and cuts threads and fibres                                                                                                                                    

5. Simple weaving with strong wool through a stiff card loom                                                                                                      

6. Weaves paper, progressing from one to two colours                                                                                                      

7.Able to discriminate between materials 

 
DT  
a. investigating and evaluating a range of familiar products [for example, talking about how they work, and whether they do 
what they are supposed to do] 
b. focused practical tasks that develop a range of techniques, skills, processes and knowledge                                                                                                                                              
 c. design and make assignments using a range of materials, including food, items that can be put together to make 
products, and textiles. 
 
a. about the working characteristics of materials [for example, folding paper to make it stiffer, plaiting yarn to make it 
stronger] 
b. how mechanisms can be used in different ways [for example, wheels and axles, joints that allow movement]. 
 
 
History 
b. the way of life of people in the more distant past who lived in the local area or elsewhere in Britain 
c. the lives of significant men, women and children drawn from the history of Britain and the wider world (for example, 
artists, engineers, explorers, inventors, pioneers, rulers, saints, scientists) 
d. past events from the history of Britain and the wider world (for example, events such as the Gunpowder Plot, the Olympic 
Games, other events that are commemorated). 
 
*Trip to a Castle  
*Royal Family 
 
MFL   
Body parts 
 
Music  
On-going skills 
 
PE 
Gymnastic activities                                                                                                                                                                  
a. perform basic skills in travelling, being still, finding space and using it safely, both on the floor and using apparatus 
b. develop the range of their skills and actions [for example, balancing, taking off and landing, turning and rolling] 
c. choose and link skills and actions in short movement phrases 
d. create and perform short, linked sequences that show a clear beginning, middle and end and have contrasts in direction, 
level and speed. 
 
Science 
Nutrition                                                                                                                                                                                         
a. about the functions and care of teeth 
b. about the need for food for activity and growth, and the importance of an adequate and varied diet for health   
 
Life Processes                                                                                                                                                                   
a.to recognise and compare the main external parts of the bodies of humans and other animals 
b. that humans and other animals need food and water to stay alive 
c. that taking exercise and eating the right types and amounts of food help humans to keep healthy 
d. about the role of drugs as medicine 
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Autumn Term 2 
 

Festival Fever 

History 
d. past events from the history of Britain and the wider world (for example, events such as the Gunpowder Plot, the Olympic 
Games, other events that are commemorated). 
 
*Remembrance Day 
 
 
 
MFL   
Songs 
 
 
 
Music  
On-going skills 
 
 
 
PE 
Dance activities                                                                                                                                                                                       
a. use movement imaginatively, responding to stimuli, including music, and performing basic skills[for example, travelling, 
being still, making a shape, jumping, turning and gesturing] 
b. change the rhythm, speed, level and direction of their movements 
c. create and perform dances using simple movement patterns, including those from different times and cultures 
d. express and communicate ideas and feelings.  
 
 
 
RE 
Beliefs and Practices  
In the context of Christianity, Islam and Judaism 
Festivals 
In the context of Christianity, Islam and  Judaism 
Founders and Leaders 
In the context of Christianity, Islam and  Judaism 
Sacred Texts 
In the context of Christianity, Islam and  Judaism 
 
How and why do Christians celebrate Christmas? 
 
*Trips to local churches 
 
 
 
Science 
Electricity                                                                                                                                                                                
a. about everyday appliances that use electricity 
b. about simple series circuits involving batteries, wires, bulbs and other components [for example, buzzers, motors] 
c. how a switch can be used to break a circuit. 
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Spring Term 1  
 

Ready, Steady ,Go 

DT  
Mechanisms 
a. investigating and evaluating a range of familiar products [for example, talking about how they work, and whether they do 
what they are supposed to do] 
b. focused practical tasks that develop a range of techniques, skills, processes and knowledge                                                                                                                                              
 c. design and make assignments using a range of materials, including food, items that can be put together to make 
products, and textiles. 
  
a. about the working characteristics of materials [for example, folding paper to make it stiffer, plaiting yarn to make it 
stronger] 
b. how mechanisms can be used in different ways [for example, wheels and axles, joints that allow movement]. 
 
 
History 
c. the lives of significant men, women and children drawn from the history of Britain and the wider world (for example, 
artists, engineers, explorers, inventors, pioneers, rulers, saints, scientists) 
 
 
MFL   
Numbers 
 
Music  
On-going skills 
 
ICT                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Data handling                                                                                                                                                                             
*Understand that Information can be collected & stored electronically as combinations of numbers, choices (such as 
yes/no), text or images.  
*Know that data represented graphically can be easier to understand than textual data. 
*Know that different types of graphs & charts are used for different purposes & their levels of readability. 
*Know that electronic databases can be used to sort data quickly & efficiently in order to answer simple queries.  
*Know that information stored in a database is divided into individual records & that each record can contain a number of 
different fields. 
 
 
PE 
Gymnastic activities                                                                                                                                                                  
a. perform basic skills in travelling, being still, finding space and using it safely, both on the floor and using apparatus 
b. develop the range of their skills and actions [for example, balancing, taking off and landing, turning and rolling] 
c. choose and link skills and actions in short movement phrases 
d. create and perform short, linked sequences that show a clear beginning, middle and end and have contrasts in direction, 
level and speed. 
 
Science 
Changing materials                                                                                                                                                                 
a. find out how the shapes of objects made from some materials can be changed by some processes, including squashing, 
bending, twisting and stretching 
b. explore and describe the way some everyday materials [e.g., water, chocolate, bread, clay] change when they are heated 
or cooled. 
Forces and motion                                                                                                                                                                  
a. to find out about, and describe the movement of, familiar things [e.g., cars going faster, slowing down, changing direction] 
b. that both pushes and pulls are examples of forces 
c. to recognise that when things speed up, slow down or change direction, there is a e.g., a push or a pull 
 
*Trip to Life Centre 
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Spring Term 2  
 

Tilery: then and Now 

Geography 
a. the locality of the school 
a. study at a local scale 
b. carry out fieldwork investigations outside the classroom. 
 
 
 
History 
b. the way of life of people in the more distant past who lived in the local area or elsewhere in Britain 
c. the lives of significant men, women and children drawn from the history of Britain and the wider world (for example, 
artists, engineers, explorers, inventors, pioneers, rulers, saints, scientists) 
 
 
 
MFL   
Songs 
 
 
 
Music  
On-going skills 
 
 
ICT                                                                                                                                                                                                         
E Communication 
*Know that email addresses are unique, include the ‘@’ symbol and need to be typed accurately when sending.  
*Know that email & SMS messaging can be sent using a range of devices. 
*Know that they should demonstrate respect for other people’s opinions when contributing to online collaborative tools. 
*Know that if they see/hear anything online that makes them unhappy or scared, then they should tell a trusted adult straight 
away.  
*Know that they should not share personal information online e.g. full name, address, date of birth, telephone number etc 
without the knowledge & consent of a trusted adult.  
*Know that not everyone online is truthful and that they should not agree to meet an ‘online friend’ without the knowledge, 
consent & presence of a trusted adult. 
 
 
 
PE 
Dance activities                                                                                                                                                                                       
a. use movement imaginatively, responding to stimuli, including music, and performing basic skills[for example, travelling, 
being still, making a shape, jumping, turning and gesturing] 
b. change the rhythm, speed, level and direction of their movements 
c. create and perform dances using simple movement patterns, including those from different times and cultures 
d. express and communicate ideas and feelings.  
 
 
 
RE 
Easter 
What are the key events associated with the Easter story? 
 
 
 
 
*Trip Stockton library and other parts of the local area 
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Summer Term 1  
 

Mini-beast Madness 

Art Art       
Collage         
1. Handles different materials from the class "bit box" 
2. Selects and sorts, cuts, tears, stitches and discusses 
3. Sorts according to specific qualities, e.g. warm, cold, shiny, smooth 

4. Engages in more complex activities, e.g. cutting and sewing a variety of materials 

5. Has experience of adhesives and decides on the most effective for a given task 

6.Develops skills of overlapping and overlaying 
 
ICT                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Digital Research  

*Know that information exists in many different forms i.e. sound, text, still & moving images and can be gathered from 

numerous sources for particular purposes/outcomes.  

*Know that the Internet enables the sharing of information easily across the global community.  

*Know that website addresses are unique and need to be entered accurately into a web browser.  

*Understand that related Information can be linked using hyperlinks to aid navigation. 

*Know that ICT enables access to a wealth of stored information and allows searches to be made quickly & with increasing 

efficiency using keywords & phrases to answer queries.  

*Know that there are a variety of Internet search engines available and some are more child friendly than others i.e. layout & 

filtered search results. 

*Know that not everything on the Internet is factual and have an increasing knowledge/awareness that websites may contain 

personal opinion and/or inaccurate information. 

*Understand that advertisements on websites/pop-ups may not always be truthful and that they should avoid clicking on them where 
possible. 
 
MFL   
Animals 
 
Music  
On-going skills 
 
PE 
Games activities                                                                                                                                                                          
a. travel with, send and receive a ball and other equipment in different ways 
b. develop these skills for simple net, striking/fielding and invasion-type games 
c. play simple, competitive net, striking/fielding and invasion-type games that they and others have made, using simple 
tactics for attacking and defending.              
 
Science 
Variation and classification                                                                                                                                            
a. recognise similarities and differences between themselves and others, and to treat others with sensitivity 
b. group living things according to observable similarities and differences. 
 
Living things in their environment                                                                                                                                         
a. find out about the different kinds of plants and animals in the local environment 
b. identify similarities and differences between local environments and ways in which these affect animals and plants that 
are found there 
c. care for the environment. 
 
*Trip to Preston Park 
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Summer Term 2 
 

Around the World in 80 Days 

Art      
Drawing 
1. Enjoys making marks, signs and symbols on a variety of types of paper 
2. Is spontaneously expressive, using marks, lines and curves 

3. Uses line to represent objects seen, remembered or imagined 

4. Explores tone using different grades of pencil, pastel and chalk 

5. Uses line and tone to represent things seen, remembered or observed 
 
 

Geography 
b. a locality either in the United Kingdom or overseas that has physical and/or human features that contrast with those in the 
locality of the school.      
b. carry out fieldwork investigations outside the classroom. 
 
 
ICT                                                                                                                                                                                                   
Digital Media 
*Know that sound devices can be used to record & compose music for specific purposes.  
*Understand that ICT can be used to select, control, sort and reorganise sounds. 
*Know who to talk to if children discover inappropriate digital video images when using the Internet either in, or beyond the 

school. 

Text & Graphics  
*Know who to talk to if children discover inappropriate digital still images when using the Internet either in, or beyond the 
school. 
 

MFL   
Songs 
 
 
Music  
On-going skills 
 
 
PE 
Games activities                                                                                                                                                                          
a. travel with, send and receive a ball and other equipment in different ways 
b. develop these skills for simple net, striking/fielding and invasion-type games 
c. play simple, competitive net, striking/fielding and invasion-type games that they and others have made, using simple 
tactics for attacking and defending.              
 
 
 
Science 
Light & Sound 
Making and detecting sounds 
c. that there are many kinds of sound and sources of sound 
d. that sounds travel away from sources, getting fainter as they do so, and that they are heard when they enter the ear 
 
*Trip to the farm 
 
 
 


